A market fix serves as a benchmark for foreign exchange (FX) execution, and is employed by many institutional investors to establish an exact reference at which execution takes place. The currently most popular FX fix is the World Market Reuters (WM/R) 4pm fix. Execution at the WM/R 4pm fix is a service offered by FX brokers (normally banks), who deliver execution at the fix provided they obtain the trade order until a certain time prior to 4pm. In this paper, we study the market microstructure around 4pm. We demonstrate that market dynamics can be distinguished from other times during the day through increased volatility and size of movements. Our findings question the aggregate benefit to the client base of using the 4pm fix in its current form.
Introduction
Execution of foreign exchange transactions at a fixed market benchmark rate is common amongst institutional investors. Appeal lies in the fact that, particularly when tracking benchmark indices in other asset classes, currency conversion can be performed by the same underlying FX rates as employed by their target index. Furthermore, aggregation of fixing trades by market makers prior to execution increases liquidity, which, in theory, enables clients to trade large FX amounts at a trusted rate, without having to worry about best execution or the risk of moving the price. Moreover, as a market fix is uniform across providers, it is also intended to build trust in client/provider relationships, as a clearly defined and measurable service arises.
The currently most important benchmark rate is the World Market Reuters 4pm London fix (WM/R 4pm), which accounts for approximately 1-2% of the total $2 trillion daily volume in the FX spot market [1] .
The WM/R 4pm fixing rate [2] is determined using the methodology described in 2. It is based on the last trade prices as well as the last best bid and offer quotes at the end of each one second interval between 15:59:30 to 16:00:30 GMT. Therefore, to achieve the WM/R rate, service providers execute their fixing orders within this 60 second interval.
Compression of large order flow into a narrow time window can be expected to give rise to a special market structure around the fixing time, which is part of what we will look at in this paper.
The described structure has recently come to the attention of the wider public, as concerns have been raised regarding market participants who may have used the construction mechanism of the WM/R 4pm fix to influence the benchmark [3] [4] [5] .
Subsequently, multiple suggestions regarding how to improve the construction of the WM/R 4pm fix have been brought forward [6, 7] . These investigations mainly focus on the mitigation of eventual manipulation possibilities. Generally, little research has been done on the observable market structure around the WM/R 4pm fix [8] , despite the importance of the WM/R 4pm fix in the services received by many institutional investors.
In this regard, spot rate volatility and extreme spot rate movements are of particular interest, since they are important parameters in the quest for best execution practice. Some analysis has been done in the context of general interactions between clients and dealers [9] [10] [11] , with the recent focus shifting onto the impact of algorithmic order execution [12] .
In this paper, we investigate the influence of the WM/R 4pm fix on the dynamics of both, spot rate volatility and extreme spot rate movements. Our study shows that the order compression of the fix indeed changes the market behaviour, resulting in spiking volatility within the WM/R fixing window, and an increased probability for spot rate extrema in this period.
WM/R 4pm Fix Methodology
Before discussing the market dynamics around the fix, a short description of its construction shall be provided [2, 6] . The fixing rate is determined for currency spot, forward, and non-deliverable forward rates. The calculation differs between forward and spot rates. While, for the former, a single rate snapshot at the fixing time is used as the benchmark, the spot rate calculation utilises several price quotes within an interval around the fixing time. In the following, we will focus on spot rates only.
Spot fixings are determined for 160 currency pairs, which are split into trade currencies for liquid pairs 1 and quote currencies for illiquid pairs. For our analysis, we consider trade currency pairs. Market data is sourced from Thomson Reuters, EBS, and Currenex. Currently, all trade currency data is obtained from a primary source. For currency pairs involving CHF, EUR, and JPY, data from EBS is used. Currenex data supplements it as a secondary source, if the number of datapoints is too low. RUB data is solely obtained from EBS. Benchmark rates for other pairs are based on Thomson Reuters data only 2 . The fix rate is obtained by accumulating quote and trade data within a set time interval around the fixing time. At present, this interval is 1-min. for trade currencies and 2-min. for quote currencies, i.e., for the 4pm fix (closing rate) the accumulation times are 15:59:30 -16:00:30 and 15:59:00 -16:01:00, respectively.
Notably, following recent recommendations [6] , WM/R is aiming to implement changes to its calculation methodology [2] , which will become effective on the 15/02/2015. Thereafter, the data sourcing window is widened to 5 min, i.e., for the 4pm fix the accumulation time changes to 15:57:30 -16:02:30. Additionally, trade currency data will be gathered from different sources. To this end, Thomson Reuters data is pooled together with EBS and Currenex data for pairs containing CHF, EUR, JPY, and RUB.
Quote currency data is sampled at the end of 15-sec. intervals, leading to 9 datapoints in total. At each sampling point, the last valid best bid and ask quotes are recorded. Subsequently, the medians of these bid and ask quotes are calculated, whose mid-price yields the WM/R benchmark rate.
For trade currencies, a more elaborate method is used, which is illustrated in Figure 1 . Data is sourced at the end of each 1-sec. interval i, which amounts to 61 datapoints in total. The last valid best bid and ask quotes, as well as the last rate at which a trade happened in the interval, are captured.
To calculate the fixing rate for trade currencies, firstly, the spread S i of the best bid and offer quotes is determined for each interval. Subsequently, the trade rate is categorised into a bid trade or an offer trade, depending on whether the trade hit a quote on the bid or the offer side of the order book.
The spread S i is applied to the trade to infer the opposite side of the order book, resulting in an inferred trade rate at that side. Trades that fall outside the best bid and offer quotes, i.e., trades which were executed hitting quotes inside the order book, are excluded from the calculation. Combining the inferred and actual trade rates ideally yields subsets for the bid and the offer side containing a total of 61 datapoints each (bid trades and offer trades in Figure 1 ). Notably, this assumes that a valid trade occurs within each of the 1-sec. intervals, which is not necessarily the case. If there is insufficient trade rate data, bid and offer quotes are used instead. The exact limit on the number of required trade datapoints is discretionary to WM/R and unpublished. In such a case, quote data is not pooled together from different data sources, but rather data from the source with the largest number of valid quotes is used 3 .
Step 4: Calculate average spread  4pm fix 
Spread on 4pm Fix
Max({S M ,S S }) Figure 1 : Methodology for calculating the WM/R benchmark rate for trade currency spot rates.
For each side, i.e., bid trades and offer trades, the median of the rates is computed. The mid-price between the median bid and median offer trades yields the WM/R fix. Its spread is given by a predefined standard spread S S for each currency pair, which is supposed to reflect the liquidity at different times of the day. The determination of this standard spread is discretionary. However, if the market spread S M , defined as the mean over all spreads S i obtained from the quote data, is larger than the standard spread, S M will be used instead. Applying this spread to the WM/R fix yields its bid and ask rates.
For both, trade and quote currencies, the initially sourced data is subject to quality checks, which compare it to the general market level. This level is established from continuous market surveillance by capturing trade rates at every 15-sec. throughout the entire day. Quality checks happen automatically, testing for data consistency [13] , as well as on a discretionary basis, for which no detailed methodology has been published.
The mechanism for determining the WM/R closing spot rate suffers from two main weaknesses. On the one hand, it does not take into account volume information. Ignoring spot rate modifications arising from market impact, trade rates obtained from the execution of large orders contribute with the same weight to the benchmark as orders at the minimum size. On the other hand, capturing solely the last quote and trade rates at the end of a macroscopic time interval ignores market microdynamics. Market trends happening towards the end of each interval have the potential to affect the data used in benchmark calculation. For instance, the splitting of a large order into many transactions, distributed over the fixing interval, with each transaction selectively executed towards the end of the 1-sec. wide data aggregation intervals, can result in a modification of the benchmark in the direction of the order.
Data Source and Available Data
For our analysis, we use spot rate data sourced from Bloomberg, for a total of 12 currency pairs.
The data has a minute-by-minute resolution, and contains four different price streams. These are the opening, the highest, the lowest, and the last spot rate 4 obtained within each 1-min. interval. Since the opening rate corresponds to the closing rate of the previous point, our analysis only focuses on the latter three time series.
Each interval is centred at the minute, i.e., datapoints are, for example, obtained at 15:59, 16:00 and 16:01. The time indices are expressed in local London time 5 .
As occasionally there are minute entries missing in the datasets, the data is filtered for completeness, and days containing incomplete datasets have been excluded from the evaluation. This is done because parts of our analysis rely on the comparison between spot rates at different minutes. Due to data availability, the look-back periods vary between the currency pairs as follows: In June 2013, the WM/R 4pm fix attracted a lot of media attention [5] , which may have led to a change in the use of the fix by providers as well as clients. We will therefore split the dataset for some parts of our analysis.
Two categories are established, data from the start of each dataset until 05/2013, and from 06/2013 until 04/2014. Therefore, all our datasets contain at least three years of data prior June 2013, and potential changes of market participants' execution behaviour are confined to the second period.
(In)consistency of Realised Volatility
As a first step in the examination of price dynamics, we investigate realised price volatility.
We observe the realised average volatility σ at each minute within a day by first calculating the arithmetic minute-by-minute returns
for the spot rate S(t) in each 1-min. interval t. This is done for all minute datapoints contained in each day within the available datasets.
As shown in Figure 2 , the time series of returns can be split-up as a matrix, where the time within each day is running along columns, and the dates contained in the respective dataset are running along rows.
We obtain average volatilitiesσ(t) by, for each minute t, calculating the standard deviations of the returns R(t) over all days. Subsequently, we annualise 6 these average volatilities and rename them to σ(t).
The resulting values for σ(t) contain a rich structure of local extrema in volatility for single minutes in the day, standing out of a broad, smooth background distribution. Figure 3 illustrates this by the example of the pair GBPCHF. The findings for all investigated currency pairs are summarised in Table 1 . The time locations for most spikes in volatility differ between the various currency pairs. However, some local extrema occur consistently across all investigated pairs. Amongst the consistent extrema are the minutes 15:59-16:00 (blue point in Figure 3 ) and 16:00-16:01 (red point in Figure 3 ), which are the minutes just before and after the WM/R 4pm fix. Here, particularly the minute leading up to the fix shows a significant increase in volatility compared to the minutes in the ∼ 50-min. beforehand.
A second set of consistently elevated volatility occurs at 15:00-15:01 and 15:01-15:02. This sudden volatility increase happens right after the release of market-relevant information [14] in the US and the expiry of FX options at 10am EST.
It is important to note here that the increase in σ(t), related to the WM/R fixing window, occurs in anticipation of the WM/R 4pm fix. This means the volatility spikes in the minute before 4pm. At this time, transaction orders for execution at the fix start to be processed. The volatility tails off just after 4pm, to an extend where, for some currency pairs, no pronounced local extremum exists for 16:00-16:01 (see Table 1 ).
Changes in market dynamics consequently start before the event, and disappear directly afterwards. By contrast, points indicating volatility related to market-relevant information arrival are often located after the event, once the information has been released. We will discover a similar structure also for other metrics in Sections 5 and 6 below. We emphasise that the presence of both sets of points is subset consistent, i.e., calculating the volatilities for parts of the data spanning one year only still allows for the observation of the same volatility spike structure.
Investigation of the second data category for the time period after May 2013 reveals a similar volatility structure. These datasets also show a sudden change in market dynamics for the WM/R fixing window, returning back to the initial state thereafter.
Spot Rate Movements around 4pm
In case of the WM/R 4pm fix, a large amount of trading volume is confined into a small time window, which results in a significant transaction frequency increase.
From a localised trading activity extremum with equal liquidity supplied on both sides of the order book, i.e., at bid and ask, one would expect an elevated frequency of transactions which show small spreads around some mean price. Such a dynamic would lead to a reduction in volatility.
However, from unequal liquidity supply, one can expect that the surplus of orders on one side depletes the order book on the opposite side, leading to large spot rate movements. Such extreme movements also increase the volatility due to their larger deviation from the time interval's mean spot rate.
In this section, we investigate the type of spot rate movements that actually underly the observed volatility increase. To this end, we study the distribution of extreme price movements within the average trading day in our sample.
Our analysis shows that there is indeed a significant increase in the probability for spot rate extrema around 4pm, and that the movement sizes are, on average, larger than their comparable counterpart at other hours during the day. Their location differs from market dynamics stimulated from other type of events, such as information arrival.
Analysis
Similar to the previous section, we analyse each currency pair separately by splitting up each dataset into daily subsets. We examine the time series obtained from the lowest, the highest, and the last quoted prices within each 1-min. interval.
Extrema in price movements are identified by observing the respective spot rates S(t) in an interval ∆t before and after a fixed time T F for each day in the dataset. Here, t denotes every 1-min. time point in the time series. As Figure 4 For each interval, we initially evaluate the returns with respect to the spot price at the start of each interval to obtain the period returns
for intervals int1 and int2, respectively. We find the maximum and minimum of each set of period returns
which represent the most extreme price movements inside each interval ∆t.
Note that the time leading up to the fix T F and the time thereafter are evaluated separately.
Additionally, we also determine the difference between both extrema
where R max t is taken from the highest, and R min t is taken from the lowest spot prices in each minute, as shown in Figure 4 The size of these local extrema can be compared across different fixing times T F within the day, where we choose T F as each full hour ranging from 02:00 to 23:00. To this end, we identify the time location of the most extreme movement within each day, i.e., the hourT F for which the largest value |R j t (T F )| for all fixing hours T F can be observed.
KnowingT F for each day, we establish the distribution of the occurrence frequency of these global daily extrema |R j t (T F )| against their hour of occurrenceT F over all trading days within the time series. This means that, for each day, the hourT F at which the most extreme movement occurs, is determined.
The times at which each hour T F corresponds to locationT F of the most extreme spot movement within the day are summed up for all days in the dataset. The histogram of these counts, as a function of the fixing times T F , yields the probability distribution for the occurrence of extreme price movements during each day.
Clearly, for a completely random market, such a histogram would be uniform. If the spot prices were to follow a random walk, the sizes of spot movements would, on average, not depend on the location along their path at which period returns are evaluated. Return extrema would consequently not cluster at any point in time, and the probability for extreme spot movements would be equally distributed between all hours T F . Therefore, any patterns in the histograms versus the hours T F indicate non-random market dynamics at specific times. Only such events can cause localised maxima in the probability distributions of extreme spot movements.
In a random market, the distribution also should not depend on either of the interval sides. Thus, the histograms are expected to show no differences between intervals int1 and int2. Neither would one expect a dependence on ∆t.
The last point is of particular importance, as the interval size ∆t is a measure of locality of extreme movements. By decreasing ∆t from 59-min. down to 1-min., any extrema must be located successively closer to the fixing point T F to show up in the resulting histograms, as otherwise it would not be considered in the series of period returns R j t (t).
Consequently, if the market is not random and extreme events are particularly frequent just before a specific fixing time T F , then one expects to observe a spike in the probability distribution at this time T F , which disappears as the size of ∆t is increased.
The resulting histogram distributions are three dimensional, showing the probability for extreme events over all hours T F and all interval sizes 1-min. ≤ ∆t ≤ 59-min. The evaluation is conducted for all variables R max and R min and for highest, lowest, and last prices, as well as the maximum price distance δR. Contrary to a random market, the distributions clearly show pronounced structure. Most importantly, Figure 5 (a) shows a sharp increase in the number of extreme events just before T F = 16:00, which is observed for small interval sizes on the order of ∆t ∼ 1-min. It completely disappears and merges into an approximately constant background at larger ∆t. The exact time varies between currency pairs, but is generally between 1-min. ≤ ∆t ≤ 4-min.
Observations
The sharp probability increase suggests that, going into the quote accumulation window for the WM/R 4pm fix, extreme movements in the spot rate become significantly more likely than during the time beforehand. Comparing the size of the probability increase with those for similar interval size at other times in the day illustrates the extend of this difference 7 .
Spot price movements before 4pm London time have, therefore, an increased likelihood to be global extrema.
The 4pm probability spike is not globally maximal in all of the investigated currency pairs. However, it is at least a local probability extremum for nearly all currency pairs (see Table 2 ). The onset of elevated trading activity for execution at the WM/R 4pm fix thus drives the spot rate such that demand on one side penetrates deeper into the order book on the other side.
For most currency pairs (see Table 2 ), these features are absent in the interval int2, which is looking at spot movements after the fixing times T F , i.e., for the period [T F , T F + ∆t]. Illustrated in Figure 5 (b), we can see that the dominant contribution comes solely from T F =15:00. Importantly, the first 30-sec. of int2 still fall into the 60-sec. WM/R quote accumulation window, which for trade currencies is given by the interval T F ± 30sec. (see Section 2). Any trades happening within the first 30-sec. of the minutes after T F =16:00:00 still contribute to the WM/R reference rate calculation. For this reason, it is sensible to assume that order flow and provision of liquidity are symmetric around T F . The absence of probability spikes after T F does not necessarily mean that order book depletion stops abruptly. It can also be offset by the movements happening after 15:00 GMT, which marks the release of market information at 10:00 EST in the US [14] . Figure 5 illustrates another difference between spot rate movements induced by information arrival and that of trading at the benchmark. Like the volatility extrema observed in Section 4, the probability for extreme price movements around T F =15:00 only increases after T F , while it is low beforehand. Moreover, once information has been revealed, the induced increases in spot movement sizes are retained for longer time periods. The probability maxima in Figure 5 thus form ridges for T F =14:00 and T F =15:00. Particularly, they do not decay quickly with ∆t like the probability spikes at T F =16:00.
While almost all pairs show probability extrema before T F =16:00 for the time period before 06/2013, in the recent time period from 06/2013-03/2014 they display much less of a pronounced increase in probability (see Figure 5 (c) and Table 2 ). The absence of a spike in the most recent year has been observed for most of the investigated currency pairs (see Table 2 ).
This raises two questions. First, does the dataset 2013/2014 allow for sufficient statistics to observe the effect? And second, is the feature just present in a subset of the 2008/2013 data, which happens to dominate the resulting distribution?
To answer these questions, we have split the 2008/2013 time series into chunks of yearly data. By running the same analysis on each subset, we observe similar patterns with probability spikes at T F =16:00. Moreover, almost all currency pairs show subset consistency, i.e., probability extrema are observable in each yearly subset (see Table 2 ).
We can conclude that the trading activity around the WM/R 4pm fixing window has, over the past, led to extreme movements for the spot rates. These extrema are localised in a short, minute-sized interval around the fixing time at 4pm. Their localisation sets them apart from other market effects, such as information release, which lead to a probability increase distributed across longer time intervals, forming "probability ridges". Table 2 : Observation of probability maxima (local or global) for the occurrence of extreme spot rate movements in the interval int1 = [T F − ∆t, T F ] prior to the WM/R fixing time T F = 16:00:00. The first and second column distinguish between the two data categories, prior and post 06/2013. The last column denotes the yearly subset consistency for observations prior to 06/2013.
Size of Extreme Spot Rate Movements at 4pm
Having observed increased spot movement, we now consider the movement size. To this end, we slightly modify the previously used method to allow for measurement of the average movement size. The modified approach will, additionally, allow us to pinpoint the occurrence of increased spot rate movements to exactly 4pm.
Method
We use a blend between our previous analysis and one of the metrics used in [14] . Again, period returns
are evaluated for an interval of size ∆t. However, this time, the interval size is fixed to ∆t = 20-min. and centred around a fixing time T F , i.e., the spot rate is analysed in a time period t ∈ [T F − ∆t, T F + ∆t]. Note that the intervals before and after T F are considered simultaneously, so no distinction is made between the time leading up to the fix and times thereafter.
Within this interval of 40-min. total duration, we evaluate whether the maximum or minimum period return occurs exactly at t = T F . This is done for T F set to all minutes within the day. So, contrary to the previous method, T F is moved through every point within the datasets for each day, not just through each full hour. Figure 6 (a) depicts this procedure.
For the resulting extrema, we firstly determine the size of the period return
wherebyt = T F is the time index for the respective interval centre. Given the fixed size for ∆t, each of these extrema |R j int (t = T F )| happens exactly 20-min. after the interval starting point. For this reason, the sizes ∆R are comparable across all values of t.
By performing this analysis for each day within the dataset, we can also count the overall number of maxima and minima occurring at each minutet = T F . Analogue to the methodology used in Section 5, we can create histograms, showing the number of maxima/minima that have occurred att = T F as a function of time t.
Results
We discuss the results by means of example, considering the currency pair USDJPY. Figure 6 (b) shows the obtained histogram for ∆R(t), with its time range focussed onto the afternoon hours around 4pm.
Comparison of the histogram counts between each minute illustrates the likelihood of extreme movements that occur at each specific minute t when it is regarded as the fixing time T F . As expected from the results in Section 5, a sharp spike in the number of extreme events appears when the interval centre T F is at 16:00. Here, the probability for the occurrence of the largest spot movement to happen at T F is increased to approximately 18 %, while the base level for all other times is approximately at 9 %. other minutes, no pronounced structure stands out, so the likelihood of extrema can be assumed to be distributed randomly between these times.
While this observation ties in with our previous findings, the present result is nevertheless different to the probability distributions presented in Figure 5 . Earlier, for a fixed ∆t, the sizes of the spot movements were compared across all hours in a day, i.e., the period returns had to be a daily global extremum. Moreover, earlier, the extreme movements could happen anywhere within an interval, whereby the interval position was always set either prior or post T F . Probability spikes therefore showed which time ranges contain the most dominant daily spot movements.
In the current analysis, the spot rate movements only have to be local extrema. But, they must be positioned exactly at the centre of a symmetric interval. The locality and symmetry requirements suppress effects from delocalised spot rate movement, such as those induced by information release. We have seen in Figure 4 that these result in "probability ridges" instead of spikes, and therefore have an uncertainty regarding their timing. Since they also only occur after the information release event, there is no inherent symmetry with respect to any timing point T F .
Combining the results from both methods enables us to concisely distinguish between effects from participants behaviour around a fixing time and other market effects.
As we would expect from Table 2 , the probability spikes are present in the data for almost all investigated currency pairs. Table 3 lists their average size ∆R(t = 16:00) obtained for maxima and minima. These are on the order of 10 bpts., whereby the variation between currency pairs does not show any preference for more liquid or illiquid pairs.
For clarification, these numbers are the average over all three investigated price quotes: the highest, the lowest, and the last price for each one minute interval. The individual values for all three types are identical to the mean within the error range, which derives from Gaussian error propagation of the individual errors of the three price types. The individual errors in turn are the standard error on the mean over maxima or minima in ∆R(t = 16:00) at 4pm.
The data in Figure 6 (b) shows nearly parity between the number of extreme maxima and minima at 4pm. This is not the case for all currency pairs, which raises the question whether there is a systematic imbalance, which correlates with movements in other markets.
As a test for such systematic skewing, we have investigated the correlations between the price extrema at 4pm and directional changes in the S&P 500 equity index. Such correlations could, for instance, exist in pairs containing USD, due to portfolio rebalancing of foreign currency denominated investors in the US market. However, the data does not show any significant correlations, which can consistently be attributed to rebalancing in either direction. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we report on the observation of a change in market dynamics around 4pm London time, introduced by the WM/R closing rate. The compression of large order flow into the short time interval, considered for determining the WM/R fix, gives rise to local extrema in volatility. Moreover, it increases the probability for extreme movements in the spot rate.
Both effects happen predominantly in anticipation of the event, i.e., before 4pm. This sets the 4pm market dynamics apart from the one observed for other market relevant events, such as information arrival. Unlike such events, whose effects lead to longer term distortions in the market dynamics, the observed spot rate extrema are confined to a short interval on the order of the fixing window size.
While FX execution to the fix has its advantages in terms of convenience, our analysis shows that this comes at the expense of an increased probability for the investor to be subject to the most extreme daily market movements.
In recent months, the occurrence probability for such spot rate extrema around the fixing window has decreased. The reduction coincides with an increase media attention paid to the WM/R closing rate benchmark. This could be indicative for a change in the behaviour of market participants, who selectively walk away from execution at the WM/R fix to avoid these drawbacks.
[14] Petra Wikström, Jian Chen, Serena Tiong Benchmarking FX execution -a discussion of different benchmark styles and approaches Morgan Stanley 2014
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